Beneficial effects of nicotine administered prior to a delayed matching-to-sample task in young and aged monkeys.
Our earlier studies have demonstrated that administration of low micrograms/kg doses of nicotine to young adult monkeys prior to a delayed matching-to-sample (DMTS) task resulted in a centrally mediated improvement in performance of the task, particularly when delay intervals which most greatly challenged the animal's capabilities were involved. The present study confirmed these findings using a completely computer driven and automated procedure. In addition, performance on the DMTS was observed to be enhanced when animals were again tested 24 h after the dose of nicotine. Further analysis of the data indicated that the majority of enhancement to nicotine could be accounted for by a greatly increased performance at the least preferred stimulus color. Position preference (left vs. right stimulus) was not a factor in nicotine-induced enhancement. Two aged monkeys (34 years old Macaca mulatta) were significantly more difficult to train in the DMTS task and their longest delay capabilities were significantly shorter than the young animals (Macaca fascicularis). Nevertheless, the aged animals were essentially similar in most respects in their responses to nicotine administration. These data are consistent with a role for central nicotinic systems in memory performance and with the ability of nicotine to produce enhancement of selective features of mnemonic strategy in young and old monkeys. Furthermore, it is possible that either model, the aged animal, or the young animal stressed to his mnemonic capability may provide a good model for learning and memory disorders in humans.